Oxidation of methionine residues in recombinant human interleukin-1 receptor antagonist: implications of conformational stability on protein oxidation kinetics.
Oxidation of methionine residues is involved in several biochemical processes and in degradation of therapeutic proteins. The relationship between conformational stability and methionine oxidation in recombinant human interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (rhIL-1ra) was investigated to document how thermodynamics of unfolding affect methionine oxidation in proteins. Conformational stability of rhIL-1ra was monitored by equilibrium urea denaturation, and thermodynamic parameters of unfolding (DeltaGH2O, m, and Cm) were estimated at different temperatures. Methionine oxidation induced by hydrogen peroxide at varying temperatures was monitored during "coincubation" of rhIL-1ra with peptides mimicking specific regions of the reactive methionine residues in the protein. The coincubation study allowed estimation of oxidation rates in protein and peptide at each temperature from which normalized oxidation rate constants and activation energies were calculated. The rate constants for buried Met-11 in the protein were lower than for methionine in the peptide with an associated increase in activation energy. The rate constants and activation energy of solvent exposed methionines in protein and peptide were similar. The results showed that conformational stability, monitored using the Cm value, has an effect on oxidation rates of buried methionines. The rate constant of buried Met-11 correlated well with the Cm value but not DeltaGH2O. No correlation was observed for the oxidation rates of solvent-exposed methionines with any thermodynamic parameters of unfolding. The findings presented have implications in protein engineering, in design of accelerated stability studies for protein formulation development, and in understanding disease conditions involving protein oxidation.